
 

 

City of Marion ARTS COMMISSION (CMAC) 
16 November 2020 Minutes / 4:00 pm / Zoom Meeting 

 

Attendees: 
Co-Chairman: Chris Kennedy 

Commissioner: Bobby Pittman 

Commissioner: Tashema Davis 

Commissioner: Wendy Puffer 

Commissioner: Ron Mazellan 

Commissioner: Cathy Weatherspoon 

Agenda 
 

·     CoFo Third Path Design Thinking Session rescheduled for January. Discuss a potential project 
and partnerships. 

 
·   Define goals in the context of the Strategic Plan to immediately pursue. Here’s the link for the    
Strategic Plan. Our goals are listed on pages 3 and 4. What do we want to pursue? 
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1AZhMIgPGY3UbUYEnjPd4XU4rbAm6yF2T 

         (reference the mural project just implemented throughout downtown). 
 

Notes 
 
The October CMAC meeting minutes were approved with the first motion by Ron Mazellan followed by a 
second from Tashema Davis. Chris Kennedy expressed appreciation to Cathy for helping with securing the 
financial logistics with the Community Foundation. 
 
Chris posed the question regarding our use of the funds available at the Community Foundation for 
operations and endowment. The discussion transitioned into an explanation of the Third Path Grant and 
Design Thinking Session. Each project that’s accepted receives up to $50,000 the first year and then 
additional funding for the second and third year. Dialogue regarding the value of art and design in the 
context of competing against other projects that are more “need” based reminded us of our ability to use 
art and design to solve need based problems through our ability to think creatively for people. As Chris 
lead the discussion regarding project ideas, Bobby mentioned the need during winter seasons for events 
and contests previously discussed. Further discussion regarding the role the Arts Commission plays in our 
community to ensure art projects are community driven and appropriate for Marion led to determining 
that we can be friends to the artist (Ron), rather than creating more read tape through policy and process.  
 
Could we use education with “how to’s” such as How to Create a Mural or Plan an Event. It was suggested 
that we use the website as a gateway for how to do art. 



 

 

Cathy suggested that we be seen as the first place to go when someone wants to do art in the city. Could 
we provide guidelines or a hand out to help them? Can we provide incentives or aids to help those who are 
trying to do good things through art? Chris will reach out to Bill Reece to discuss his process of how he 
enlisted the mural artists and resources to implement the mural project. 
Wendy suggested we create an open house for artists in the city in an effort to get to know them and let 
them know who we are. Further discussion about whether to use Zoom or Facebook for the event lead us 
to determine hiring an intern to assist with implementing the social media and communication. Tashema 
suggested we add something to the website to give ideas to the artists before they come to the open 
house. Discussion regarding the advantages of Facebook to Zoom led us to determining it would be 
helpful to hire a social media savvy intern to assist with planning and implementation. We were reminded 
of the importance of developing a platform of trust with the community by planning and implementing 
something well. Chris encouraged the group that great things are happening and that it’s a good time for 
us to be on the scene.  
SHOW THE LOVE HAPPY HOUR (tentative title) was scheduled for Monday, Feb. 15th (Valentines Monday) 
with the open house from 5:00-6:00 pm. Chris suggested we also have the event on the screen at the 
Kingdom. Bobby agreed. Forum: the artists will share and the commissioners will dialogue. This will be a 
mini version of a bigger event in the future. Others may be invited who aren’t artists but are friends of 
artists. Their communication will be primarily in the Zoom chat.  
The group approved hiring a student intern (Wendy will ask a student who would meet the qualifications).  
The commissioners will create lists of artists and friends they would like to receive an email invitation. 
Wendy will send an email to the commissioners requesting the list and create an intern job description for 
everyone to approve.  
The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 pm.  

Next Meeting:  

18 January 2021 at 4:00 pm, at the Kingdom and by Zoom invitation. 

 

       11/17/2020 

Wendy Puffer, Secretary Date      

       
   


